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we’s June '64 draft of report (it was 474 pages.) 

1. Rosen to Belmont July 3, ’64 re: The FBI giot this thriough a 

source. it was probably Ford. Notes that report contains ni 

criticism of the FBI. This was the primary concern. There will be 
a 4th and final report and this made availble through a source by 

July 23, 1964. (This is a date the WC will not meet. Tague bullet 

intervenes and I suppose other matters. ) 

See attached a three-page summary of this report. (I have this 

summary inother file.) 

Rankin praises the bureau for its work in the case 

2. Rosen to Belmont 8/18/'64 re: Rankin wants to highlight 

Belmont and Hoover’s tstimony in the final report, etc. 

Extent of FBI work in the investigation 

3. Rosen to Belmont August 17, 1964 re: see p. 2 of document for 

the no. of investigations and physial evidence turned over to WCin 

this case. 

More on Mark Lane 

4. From Director to SAC, Dallas re: Speaks of Lane’sexual 

perversions. See attached a trabs. of Lane’s comments on the Barry 

Gray radio program in NY. 

See doc. 2 

5. Rosen to Belmont 6/3/'64 re: see doc. 2 but this adds the 

summary of the 3rd draft. See Forward where Rosen notes that the 

wc draft states that FBI continued its investigation into the 

assassination. That is, it continued after CD 1 was released to the 

WC. 

Leak of Oswald’s Diary that appeared in Dl Morning News & Life 

6. Rosen to Belmont August 3, 1964 re: origin of the leak was in 

Henry Wade’s office. Suspect has to be Alexander. 

7. Director to SAC, Dallas, 8/3/’64 re: FBI certain that Alexander 

was the one who leaked the diary. They lifted his prints off copies 

of the diary.


